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Appendix - BUSINESS PLAN 2022/23 - 2024/25 – Key Tasks

Administration, Communications and Employer Liaison Team

2022/23 Period Later Years
Ref Key Action -Task

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 2023/
24

2024/
25

Essential Regulatory Driven Areas

A1 Preparation of Member Data for 
Valuation and Funding Reviews x x

A2 McCloud judgement x x x x x

A3 National Pensions Dashboard x x x

A4 Implement Survivor Benefits Changes 
(dates unknown)

A5 Other Expected National Changes (dates 
unknown)

Priority Fund Driven Projects

A6
Review Administration & 
Communications Related Policies and 
Strategies

x x

A7 Review pensioner existence checking x x x

A8
Conduct appropriate procurement and 
implementation (if necessary) for CPF 
administration system 

x x x x x

A9 Develop and implement a refreshed 
communications strategy x x x x x x

Lower Priority Fund Driven Projects

A10 Trivial Commutation x x x

Employer Liaison Team (ELT) Projects

E1 McCloud ELT Services x x x x x

E2 Expand ELT to more employers x
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Essential Regulatory Driven Areas

A1 – Preparation of Member Data for Valuation and Funding Reviews

What is it?

The triennial actuarial valuation as at 31 March 2022 requires the pension administration 
team to provide data to the actuary.  This involves an additional year end cleansing exercise 
post 31 March 2022 to ensure the data is of sufficient quality for the valuation and to then 
rectify any anomalies discovered during the valuation process. The CPF data is expected to be 
more robust than in previous years due to ongoing work implementing i-Connect and dealing 
with backlogs. An interim valuation was completed during 2021/22 where some initial data 
validation has been completed already, which highlighted an area to investigate.  As a result 
further work will be done working with employers to close down casual workers records 
where appropriate.

It is hoped that data can be submitted to the Fund actuary by early July with any data cleansing 
being investigated and responded to by 31 July 2022.

Timescales and Stages

Preparation of data for 31 March 2022 valuation 2022/23 Q1 to Q2

Investigating and responding to data queries from Fund Actuary 2022/23 Q2

Resource and Budget Implications

This will be carried out by the Technical Team in the main with assistance from the rest of the 
Operations Team depending on the requirements. All internal costs are being met from the 
existing budget.  The work by the Fund Actuary is also included in proposed budget for 
2022/23.

A2 – McCloud judgement

What is it?

The McCloud case has highlighted that the protections given to older members on the 
introduction of the new CARE schemes for Firefighters and Judges in April 2015 were unlawful 
age discrimination.  This case impacts other public service pension schemes including the LGPS 
(where the new CARE scheme from April 2014 included a statutory underpin for older 
members).  MHCLG (now DLUHC) issued a consultation setting out its proposals for 
implementing the McCloud judgement in the LGPS in July 2020. This focused on remedies 
which will result in changes to scheme benefits some of which will be retrospective.  DLUHC’s 
response to the consultation feedback is expected in Summer 2022, along with LGPS 
regulations. The primary legislation which will enable remedial changes to the LGPS is 
currently working its way through Parliament.

From an administrative perspective, the impact of the court case is expected to result in a 
change to how benefits are calculated for a large number of scheme members including 
members who have left.  This is likely to significantly impact on administration processes and 
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systems as well as requiring a robust communication exercise with employers and scheme 
members. The additional resource requirements are significant. Whilst regulations are 
awaited,  the focus is on:

 ensuring any existing backlogs or data cleansing are cleared
 fast-tracking training within the team to ensure wider and more senior work 

knowledge across the existing team members
 collecting data required to calculate the statutory underpin

The Fund has established the McCloud programme to implement the remedy for Clwyd 
Pension Fund.  This includes some team members who will be 100% dedicated to this work 
for the duration of the programme.

Timescales and Stages

Data collection from all employers (commenced during 2020/21) By 31/05/2022

Validate data from all employers (commenced during 2020/21) By 31/08/2022

Use of interface to upload data / data cleansing 2022/23 Q1 to Q3 

Load all data onto Altair By 31/12/2022

Final regulations come into force benefit recalculations can be made Estimated 01/04/2023

Verifying impact on members and benefit recalculations By 30/04/2023

Resource and Budget Implications

Although the work is being led and managed by a separate CPF McCloud programme team, it 
will impact across all of the Administration Team.  An estimated allowance for additional 
resource has been included in the 2022/23 budget, which assumes 7.5 FTE internal posts, 2 of 
which are within ELT and therefore will be recharged to employers using that service.   There 
are also additional costs relating to consultancy (including programme management which 
has been outsourced), incidentals such as postage and printing, and system costs.  The budget 
for 2022/23 is £623k in total. 

A3 – National Pensions Dashboard

What is it?

The Pensions Dashboard is a Government initiative first announced in the Budget 2016. The 
idea behind the Dashboard is to allow all pension savers in the UK access to view the values 
of all of their pension pots, including state pension, through one central platform. A 
consultation was undertaken by Government in early 2019 which sought views on the 
potential phasing of the introduction of the pensions dashboards as well as how the 
architecture, funding and governance arrangements would work. The Pension Schemes Act 
2021 provides the legal framework for implementing the dashboard.  A consultation on 
regulations closes on 13 March 2022 and these draft regulations include more detail on the 
requirements to participate in the Pension Dashboard for schemes and clarify that public 
sector pension schemes will be expected to initially onboard between October 2023 and April 
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2024.  The Pensions Administration Manager is participating in a PLSA working group on the 
development of the Dashboard. The CPF has also volunteered to be part of the testing of the 
pension dashboard enhancements being integrated into the administration software. 

Timescales and Stages

Development and testing of software (estimated) 2022/23 Q3 to Q4 and 
2023/24

Likely launch period 2023/24 

Resource and Budget Implications

Resource and budget implications cannot be fully determined until more detail is available. 
Additional budget may be necessary if work is to commence in 2022/23.

A4 – Implement Survivor Benefit Change:

Amendment LGPS Regulations & Elmes versus Essex High Court Ruling

What is it?

The LGPS (Miscellaneous Amendment) Regulations 2018 (SI2018/1366) came into force with 
effect from 10 January 2019.  These included changes that impact on the calculation of and 
entitlement to surviving partner pensions in respect of Civil Partners or same sex marriages. 
As a result, it is necessary for the Fund to carry out a major review to identify any members 
who are affected and to ensure the correct benefits are paid. In addition, LGPS Funds need to 
action the outcome of the Elmes versus Essex case where it has been ruled in the High Court 
that in respect of any LGPS members leaving the scheme between 1 April 2008 and 31 March 
2014, and who subsequently died leaving a Cohabiting Partner, that partner could have a 
survivors pension paid to them even without a completed nomination form in place so long 
as they still meet the eligibility criteria.  Any potential cohabiting partners need to be 
contacted and surviving partner pensions put into payment if applicable.  Guidance is awaited 
from LGA to finalise the work on these changes.

Furthermore, a June 2020 Employment Tribunal ruling (the "Goodwin ruling") relating to the 
Teachers' Pension Scheme concluded that provisions for survivor's benefits of a female 
member in an opposite sex marriage are less favourable than for a female in a same sex 
marriage or civil partnership, and that treatment amounts to direct discrimination on grounds 
of sexual orientation. The Chief Secretary to the Treasury announced in a written ministerial 
statement on 20 July 2020 that he believed that changes would be required to other public 
service pension schemes with similar arrangements. It is expected that it will be necessary to 
contact any female dependant members who were previously in a Civil Partnership to 
recalculate their benefits.

It is possible there are other elements relating to the inequality of survivor benefits that need 
incorporated into amending legislation.  

The work in relation to these changes commenced during 2019/20 but is now on hold awaiting 
Regulations.
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Timescales and Stages

Tracing, contacting, verifying entitlement and recalculating affected 
surviving partners             Unclear

Resource and Budget Implications

This project is being absorbed by the Operations Team within Pensions Administration to 
ensure all surviving partners are reviewed and amended where applicable.  

A5 - Other Expected National Changes

There are a number of further changes that are expected in due course but the final details of 
the impact of them and the timescales are not yet available.  These include the following 
changes that are detailed below.  These explanations are based on the situation in early 2022.  

Cost Management

Public Sector Pension Schemes (including the LGPS) were designed to ensure sustainability for 
25 years. The design included a cost management mechanism and at the 2016 valuations the 
lower threshold within that mechanism (i.e. the cost floor) was deemed to be breached which 
suggested member benefits would need to increase or their contributions reduce. Following 
the McCloud judgement, Government announced that any additional McCloud costs would 
fall to be deemed “member costs” within the cost management mechanism and it is not now 
expected that any changes to member benefits or contributions will be required on account 
of the 2016 exercise.  The LGPS Scheme Advisory Board (SAB) has confirmed that no changes 
will be needed by virtue of its separate mechanism which applies to the LGPS in England and 
Wales in addition to the HMT mechanism which applies across all of the public service pension 
schemes.  However, the SAB has set out its determination to revisit third tier ill health and 
contributions for the lowest paid members with the view to making recommendations in 
these areas separately to the cost management process. It should also be noted that the 
Trades Unions have applied for a Judicial Review of the decision to allocate McCloud costs to 
members as part of the 2016 cost management process.  It is not yet known if the Judicial 
Review will go ahead, nor what the outcome will be if it does, but until the issue is resolved 
we cannot say with certainty that no changes will be required following the 2016 process.

In relation to the 2020 cost management process, on 24 June 2021 the Chief Secretary to the 
Treasury published a Written Ministerial Statement announcing publication of a consultation 
on proposed reforms to the cost control mechanism for Public Service Pension Schemes 
following the publication of the Government Actuary’s review of the mechanism. On 4 
October 2021, HM Treasury released their response to the consultation confirming that there 
will be changes to the mechanism from the 2020 scheme valuation.  In light of this, the LGPS 
SAB is also reviewing its cost management process for England and Wales. It is not yet known 
if any changes flowing from the 2020 cost management process will be required.  The 
widening of the corridor in the HMT process is intended to reduce the likelihood that changes 
will be required, but the LGPS SAB process was originally intended to be far more sensitive to 
changes in cost.
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From an administrative perspective, should there be changes to member benefits and/or 
contributions as a result of the 2016 or 2020 cost management process, this could have a 
significant impact on administration processes and systems as well as requiring a robust 
communication exercise with employers and scheme members.

Fair deal

In May 2016, DCLG (now DLUHC) initially proposed that the New Fair Deal be extended to the 
LGPS. This would mean that for any staff being outsourced they would remain in the LGPS and 
their ‘new’ employer would gain admission body status, rather than using the previous option 
of being able to offer a pension scheme that is broadly comparable to LGPS.

On 10 January 2019, a consultation document was published around the topic of Fair Deal – 
Strengthening Pension Protection.  The consultation confirmed the 2016 proposal of service 
providers offering LGPS membership to individuals who have been compulsorily transferred 
from an LGPS employer, even if the contract is outsourced a second time (and removal of the 
option of a broadly comparable scheme). Within the 2019 consultation, there were also 
proposals about automatically transferring LGPS assets and liabilities when scheme employers 
are involved in a merger or takeover.  This consultation closed on 4 April 2019.  Final 
regulations are still to be made.

Exit Payment Reform

With effect from 4 November 2020 a £95k cap on exit payments made by public sector 
employers came into effect, this included the cost of early payment of LGPS pensions. 
However, in the face of legal challenge, HMT issued a direction to disapply the £95k exit cap 
with effect from 12 February 2021. HMT has confirmed it will bring forward proposals to tackle 
unjustified exit payments in the near future.  DLUHC will also be carrying out a separate 
consultation on the impact on the LGPS.  It is unclear at this stage whether this may also 
include wider reform on exit payments and conditions around how LGPS benefits are paid.  
Welsh Government might implement a different approach to meeting the exit cap 
requirements which would then impact on some of the employers in the CPF. 

Increase in minimum retirement age 

On 11 February 2021 HMT launched a consultation on implementing the increase in the 
normal minimum pension age from 55 to 57 in April 2028. The proposed change is designed 
to maintain a 10-year gap between minimum retirement age and state pension age as 
confirmed as part of Government's policy back in 2014.  The proposals form part of the Finance 
Bill 2021-22 which is currently going through Parliament. Protections to retain the normal 
minimum pension age lower than age 57 are proposed for those:

 in a pension arrangement on or before 3 November 2021 and 
 who are, or become, members of a scheme whose rules as at 11 February 2021 gave 

them an unqualified right to take their benefits between 55 and 57. 

The proposals will require changes to the LGPS Regulations and (at the time of writing) the Bill 
is not yet an Act, noting that the proposals for protection have already been amended 
subsequent to the Government’s original policy paper issued in July 2021. In the meantime, 
CPF needs to keep a note of any protected pension ages to which new members may be 
entitled, which will generally be due to existing scheme membership or a transfer-in from 
another pension arrangement.
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Priority Fund Driven Projects

A6 - Review Administration and Communication Related Policies and Strategies

What is it?

The CPF Administration Strategy was last approved at the May 2021 PFC and the CPF 
Communications Strategy was last approved at the September 2019 PFC.  The strategies state 
that they will be reviewed at least once every three years to ensure they remain relevant and 
up to date.  The Communications Strategy is undergoing a more fundamental review and that 
work is included in A9 below.

There are a number of other administration and communications related policies that also 
need to be reviewed regularly as shown in the table below.

Timescales and Stages

Review of Administration Strategy (last approved May 2021) 2024/25 Q1

Review of Communications Strategy (last approved September 2019) 2022/23 Q1

Review of Scheme Pays Policy (last approved April 2019) 2022/23 Q1

Review of Administering Authority Discretionary Policy (last approved April 2019) 2022/23 Q1

Review of Under / Overpayment Policy (approved September 2021) 2024/25 Q2

Personal Data Retention Policy (assuming reviewed March 2022) 2024/25 Q4

Policy for Administration and Communications of Tax Allowances to Scheme 
Members (new policy – assuming approved March 2022) 2024/25 Q4

Resource and Budget Implications

This will be led by the Pensions Administration Manager. All costs are being met from the 
existing budget other than the review of the Communications Strategy where Aon’s costs are 
included within the budget for 2022/23.

A7 – Review pensioner existence checking

What is it?

When a scheme member retires, a pension is put into payment following the retirement 
process being completed.  Dependants’ pensions are often paid following the death of a 
pensioner. These pensions are paid continually until the Fund is notified of the 
pensioner’s/dependant’s death which could be by a relative, executor or another via another 
source, such as TellUsOnce or the member’s bank. As the Fund relies on notification of the 
pensioner’s/dependant’s death, there is a chance that pension payments could continue in 
error where the pensioner’s/dependant’s death is not notified or identified in a timely 
manner, either unintentionally or as a result of fraud from a person connected to the 
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pensioner/dependant. Whilst the Fund is confident that adequate reporting procedures are 
in place for UK residents through the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) and monthly mortality 
reporting via ATMOS, it is important that from time to time the Fund verifies that all overseas 
pensioners or dependants currently receiving a pension are still alive so that pensions for any 
person who cannot be verified do not continue to be paid. This exercise was last conducted in 
2014 using a paper based verification exercise for all pensioner/dependants.  There are now 
more efficient and effective ways to carry out pensioner existence checking through specialist 
providers.  It is planned to review the appropriateness of the current processes in place to 
manage fraud in the event of death of pensioners/dependants, and put in place a fraud policy.  
This is likely to result in an additional process for overseas members by procuring an external 
provider to assist in pensioner existence screening (known as mortality screening).

Timescales and Stages 

Review current processes and develop Fraud Policy 2022/23 Q1 to 3

Procurement of an external provider to assist with mortality screening 2022/23 Q1 to 2

Resource and Budget Implications

To be led by Pension Administration Manager and Principal Pensions Officer - Technical. All 
internal costs are being met from the existing budget albeit there will be additional costs 
relating to the external provider which are not yet known – an allowance of £5k has been 
included in 2022/23 for this.

A8 - Conduct appropriate procurement and implementation (if necessary) for CPF 
administration system 

What is it?

The Fund has a rolling one-year contract with Heywood Pension Technology in relation to their 
Altair administration system.  It has not been subject to a full review through tender for a 
number of years and it would be good practice to carry this out in the near future.  However, 
due to significant projects involving the administration system (e.g. 2019 actuarial valuation, 
implementing i-Connect and scheme/GMP reconciliation) and to tie in with end dates of 
existing add-on modules within Altair, it was agreed to defer this.  Between 2019 and 2021 
CPF worked with other founder authorities to develop a national framework for LGPS 
administration systems.  Now that the framework is in place, it will be used for the Fund to 
carry out their own tender for an administration system. Should a new software supplier be 
appointed, there will be a significant amount of work required to migrate to the new system.  

Timescales and Stages 

Conduct appropriate procurement for CPF administration system 2022/23 Q1 to Q3

Transition to new administration system if required 2022/23 Q4 to 2023/24

Resource and Budget Implications
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To be led by Pension Administration Manager and Principal Pensions Officer - Technical.  The 
current year system costs will be higher than 2021/22 if the existing provider is maintained 
due to license fees.  This has been incorporated into the existing budget as the minimum costs 
this year.  If transition to a new system is required, there are likely to be significant transition 
costs and the ongoing cost of systems included in the budget will need to be increased 
appropriately.   

A9 – Develop and implement a refreshed communications strategy 

What is it?

Fund members often have questions, need information or require a process to be completed 
by the Fund; this can equally apply to the Fund’s employers. For Fund members, these points 
of engagement are the key time to increase awareness of the benefits of the Fund and how it 
works, encourage members to take ownership of their pension and maintain and build 
positive member experiences wherever they are on their journey.  They rely on efficient 
processes and data coming from employers and the Fund can also enhance efficiency through 
better use of technology in its communications.

The initial elements of this project will focus on communications with scheme members and 
will involve:

 Research into member preferences and effectiveness of new communications through 
focus groups, revised member/employer surveys and a review group to test proposed 
new communications. 

 Creating a communication plan that ensures communication reaches members at the 
moments that matter to them, which will require a new approach such as segmenting 
communication by age and focussing on more visual and shorter digital 
communications. 

 Developing messaging and branding for consistent use in all Fund communications 
ensuring all communications are recognisable, understandable, and accessible for 
scheme members, employers and other stakeholders.  

 Creating a visual roadmap showing members ‘moments that matter’ to help them 
understand the value of their pensions and take key decisions. 

 Developing a range of videos/webcasts (for loading on the Fund's website) for 
employers and scheme members relating to various subject matters. 

 Reviewing the structure and content of the Fund’s website. 
 Driving greater use of online services, such as Member Self-Service, through phased 

promotion exercises and continuing to develop the range of online processes that are 
available.

 Continuing to focus on collecting email addresses through redesigning of all forms.
 Measuring against a new Fund’s communications efficiency objective through 

monitoring time spent on member 1-2-1s and phone calls for all Administration Team 
members.

Any changes to how we engage with employers and other stakeholders, in line with the new 
Communications Strategy, will be considered in 2023/24.
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Timescales and Stages

Approve revised Communications Strategy (as per A6 above) 2022/23 Q1

Recruit new Communications Officer By 2022/23 Q1

Run focus groups and establish test review group for new 
communications and plan approach to annual surveys (and run first 
survey)

2022/23 Q1 & Q2

Create a new communication plan 2022/23 Q2 & Q3

Develop messaging and branding guidelines 2022/23 Q1 & Q2 

Review the structure and content of the Fund’s website 2022/23 Q1 to Q3

Develop initial phase of videos and webcasts for the website 2022/23 Q1 to Q4

Drive greater use of MSS through promotion exercises and develop 
ongoing plan for promotion 2022/23 Q1 to Q4

Continue to develop the range of online processes 2022/23 Q1 to Q4

Finalise redesign of forms to collect email addresses 2022/23 Q1 to Q4

Ongoing development and delivery of communications relating to new 
communication plan 2022/23 to 2024/25

Measure efficiency improvements through logging 1-2-1s and telephone 
calls 2022/23 to 2024/25

Create and deliver a visual roadmap (the journey to retirement) 2023/24

Consider engagement with employers and other stakeholders 2023/24

Resource and Budget Implications

These projects involve a mix of the various teams within the Administration Team with 
external support from Aon.  Internal costs are being met from the existing budget and external 
consultancy costs are included within Aon’s budget for 2022/23. The ability to deliver on these 
areas to these timescales may depend on resourcing within the Administration Team and in 
particular whether and when the vacant Communications Officer post is filled.

Lower Priority Fund Driven Projects

A10 - Trivial Commutation

What is it?

This is where a member who is entitled to a small pension can elect to give up the entirety of 
that pension and instead receive their benefit as a single lump sum payment.  A project will 
be carried out to identify any pensioners and dependants who may be eligible for trivial 
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commutation and to offer it to them.  This will reduce the administrative burden on the Fund 
paying a large number of very small pensions over a number of years as well as providing 
greater clarity from a funding perspective. The government has a limit for members to trivially 
commute their pension in relation to their single pension (£10,000 value – called a "small pot") 
and total benefits (£30,000 – called "trivial commutation").  As well as reducing the number 
of pensioner payments that require ongoing payment, this could also have a positive impact 
on the funding level as it removes the liabilities for these members. It will also be welcomed 
by a number of pensioners who would prefer a one-off lump sum payment rather than 
ongoing smaller payments of little value.

Timescales and Stages

Timescales below are indicative and subject to prioritisation of other administration work 
streams.

Identify members eligible to commute under £10,000 2022/23 Q3 

Communicate with eligible members and pay lump sums 2022/23 Q4 to 2023/24

Identify members eligible to commute under £30,000 To be determined

Communicate with eligible members and pay lump sums To be determined

Resource and Budget Implications

It is hoped that the first stage of this work (relating to the £10k cases) can be completed 
internally within the existing budget.  This is likely to be led by the Technical and Payroll Team 
with some assistance from the Operational Team.

Employer Liaison Team Projects
Understanding the continuing pressure on resources and budgets for employers and the 
administering authority, the CPF offers assistance to Fund Employers in providing accurate 
and complete notifications to the Fund (and other Employer duties) in a timely manner. The 
Employer Liaison Team (ELT) mainly assists in providing notifications regarding new starters, 
personal/employment changes and leavers/retirements in the LGPS. It undertakes 
outstanding requests for information in order to cleanse the pension records. All ELT costs are 
recharged to employers using the ELT service through their employer contribution rate. 
Resources continue to be reviewed to meet demand depending on ongoing employer uptake. 
The total budget allocated for 2022/23 is £363k which includes £62k of staffing costs to allow 
for two new posts if required.  £60k of this total budget relates to temporary McCloud 
services.

E1 – McCloud ELT Services

What is it?

Provide and continue developing ELT services in relation to data provision and other ongoing 
support to assist with the impact of the McCloud Judgement. 
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Timescales and Stages

Assisting employers with data collation for McCloud 2022/23 Q1 to 4 and 
2023/24

E2 – Expand ELT to more employers

What is it?

Consider expanding the ELT service to a wider range of employers and generally making 
employers more aware of the facility that is available, particularly to those employers that are 
not meeting their KPIs.

Timescales and Stages

Start discussions with other employers 2023/24


